
COMPACT AUTOMATIC LABELING MACHINE 
Pk-X Compact automatic labeling machine 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EASY TO USE 

STURDY 

COMPACT FAST 

INTEGRATED POSITIONER 

 TOUCH-SCREEN PANEL 

MADE IN ITALY 
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 Fig 1.1  

 Pk-X Right or left version. Complete kit ready for installation.  
 

 

1. Labeling head Pk-X in the right 100mm version. Positioner with integrated retractabke handle for 
movement in depth of 400mm. Swivel fixing plate. 

2. Rewind disc. To prevnt damage, only one is disassembled for transport screw to mount it. 

3. Encoder for automatic speed adjustment to the conveyor belts, optional. 

4. Diffuse cycle start photocell. Other models available for specific istallations. 

5. Connection cable between the Pk-X labeling head and control panel. Motor cable. 

6. Connection cable between the Pk-X labeling head and control panel. Photocell of stop.  

7. Color touch-screen control panel. 100 storable programs.
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 Pk-X Quality components, made in Italy  

 
Pk-X  built in Italy with high quality 

components guarantees excellent 

operation for a long time. Very 

compact, it allows easy integration 

on other machines. 

 
 

Fig 1.3 : the labeling head includes the 

positioner with handle. It is an integral part of 

the machine with the attachment with hollow 

guides to orient the machine in the most 

suitable position for installation. The foldable 

handle does not disturb the operator’s 

passage even in the most compact 

installations. 

 
 

Fig 1.4 : the peeling blade unit in case of 

installation on conveyor belts can be 

equipped with the sponged coating roller. 

The sponged roller has an adjustable stroke 

end adjustments by means of a knob to 

avoid pressing light products too much or 

excessively obstructing the product 

passage. The thrust force of the sponged 

roller can be adjusted by means of the 

spring integrated in the support cup which 

can, if necessary, also lighten rather than 

push. 

 
 

Fig 1.5 : billet unwinder roll as well as 

clamping cone offer secure and stable support 

to label rolls. 

 
 

Fig 1.6 : the reel holder is braked with 

calibrated precision thanks to the disc brake 

used. It also offers the possibility of 

working in both directions for reels of labels 

wound inside or outside. The engine power 

of the 8.2 Nw machine is visible. 

 

Fig 1.3  
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Fig 1.9 

 Pk-X inkjet markers  
 

 
Pk-X all Packin labeling machines, both semi-automatic and automatic, 

can be equipped with the HP inkjet catridge technology marker. The 

markers can be of different types, among the most used for the Pk-X 

labeling haed are the Mc model and the Pk-300-Ink model. The use of 

the inkjet marker compared to other variable data printing 

technologies is ideal for labeling heads as it does not compromise 

either the speed or the precision of the machine. Various types of inks 

can be used. The differences between the two models are: 

• Mc (fig 1.7) TIJ2.5 inkjet marker for a 12.7mm high print 

area catridge. The machine has an integrated controller and 

allows you to keep 1 print format in memory. With the 

supplied software you can create files and transfer them to 

the inkjet marker via USB key. Various types of catridges 

can be used with water-based or solvent-based inks to cover 

the most varied types of materials. Print quality up to 

300x600dpi. 

• Pk-300-Ink (fig 1.8) for HP TIJ2.5 chip catridges. It has color touch 

screen controller separated from the print heads, you can connect 

one or two print heads (pens) for a print area height of 12.7 or 

25.4mm. Internal memory. Prints can be createdon the machine 

directly from the touch display or through the program supplied. 

Various types of catridge can be used with water-based or solvent-

based inks to cover the most varied types of materials. Pk-300-Ink 

is equipped with a USB, Ethernet port and is designed for external 

connection with computer systems. Print quality up to  600x600 

dpi. 

 

 
Inkjet markers offer the possibility of using various types of inks for all 

types of labels and do not limit the speed of the machine which can 

thus exploit its full potential. Printing automatically adjusts to the paper 

speed without any adjustment by the operator, thanks to the integrated 

encoder. The marker independently manages the date/time change, 

deadlines, if activated by the operator thanks to the integrated clock 

microprocessor with buffer battery. 

In the image fig 1.9 an example of a real print detected with the tool 

inside the software of the inkjet marker. The print area is 30mm long 

and the characters are Arial10. The costs displayed in the tool are 0.51 

euros for every 1000 prints (0.00051 each). You can print BOUT 

133.000 labels with one catridge, using solvent based ink which is the 

most expensive and performing ink available. 

 

 

Fig 1.7 
 

 
 

Fig 1.8 
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 Pk-X STAND-X ground support  
 

 

The STAND-X can easily be reconfigured for horizontal use, 

in typical line edge applications. 

In the images the analogue control unit. 

STAND-X in the vertical configuration. The labeller depth 

position agjustment lever is integrated into the machine and 

included in the sale price. The vertical positioner with lever 

is included in the supply of the  STAND-X. 

In the images the analogue control unit. 
 

 

STAND-X 

STAND-X is a solid base for attaching the labeling head or other machinery. The stand-X is separable 

in the middle to be able to use it for labeling on the side. The upper trellis part is in aisi304 stainless 

steel while the “H” base is in powder-coated steel. The feet are rubberized to guarantee stability to 

the machine and adjustable in height by 150mm. The positioner with 400mm vertical lever wher the 

labeling head is fixed is included in the STAND-X supply. 
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TECHNICAL FEATURES 

 
FEATURES Pk-X Pk-X-150 

Type of control unit Color Touch-screen 4.3” Color Touch-screen 4.3’’ 

Format memory 100 100 

Paper passage (caliber) 100 mm 150 mm 

Maximum label size 100x500 mm 150x500 mm 

Minimum label size 20x20 H. mm 20x20 H. mm 

Manually adjustable speed Up to 40 mt/min Up to 40 mt/min 

Frequency speed Up to 100 pcs/min Up to 100 pcs/min 

Label Position Accuracy (Definition) +/- 1 mm +/- 1 mm 

Core coils internal diameter From 45 to 76 mm From 45 to 76 mm 

External reel holder diameter 250 mm 250 mm 

Rewinder dimensions 140 mm 140 mm 

Rotation position adjustments on the fixing axis 360° 360° 

Positioner with handle for depth adjustment Yes 400mm Yes 400mm 

External coil winding Yes Yes 

Internal / external coil winding Yes Yes 

Adjustable and storable label dispensing speed Yes Yes 

Labeling speed automitacally adjustable by encoder Yes Yes 

Adjustable and storable label pre-dispensing measure Yes Yes 

Adjustable label position delay Yes Yes 

Storable label position delay Yes Yes 

Dispensing 2 labels pre product Yes Yes 

Count pieces Yes Yes 

Automatic recovery of missing label Yes Yes 

End of reel alarm Yes Yes 

Paper break alarm Yes Yes 

Pre-end reel sensor predisposition Yes Yes 

Inkjet color printer connection Yes Yes 

Printer to thermal printer connection Yes Yes 

Transparent label sensor Yes, optional Yes, optional 

12,7 or 25.4mm. inkjet printer. HP TIJ2.5 technology Yes, optional Yes, optional 

Supply 220 Vac 50 Hz 200 Watt 220 Vac 50 Hz 200 Watt 

Dimensions 60x40x50 cm 60x40x50 cm 

Weight 15 Kg. 18 Kg. 

 
The technical characteristics with a view to continuous product improvement may change without notice 

Pk-X technical features 

 

Pk-X and Pk-X-150 are compact automatic labellers for self-adhesive labels. Robust mechanics 
for industrial applications. Seperate control electronics with color Touch-screen. All available 
functions and 100 storable programs. 
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 Pk-X installation examples  
 
 

 

Pk-X and Pk-X-150 are inserted in our 

automatic lines in the 100mm or 

150mm right or left versions. The 

labeling heads of the Pk-X series are 

ready for use, only 3 screws are 

required for tightening. 

 
 

Up: Pk-LINE-Belt. Base with Pk-X 

labeling head. The peculiarty of this 

version is the silicone tape which 

offers a strong friction (grip) forthe 

traction of very light objects. It is 

used to ensure stability in the labeling 

position. 

In the middle of: Pk-X installed on the 

Pk-LINE-Easy-R-R automatic line for 

the applications of labels on 

round products. Horizontal 

installation, the handle with 

positioner integrated into the 

labeling head acts as a vertical 

positioner for the labeling point, 

Down: Pk-LINE-Up&Down, two labeling 

heads Pk-X one in the right 

version and one in the left 

version. For the application of a 

label above and one below to flat 

products of the most varied types. 

The lower machine can be  

equipped with the 4 “or 6” 

thermal printing unit for variable 

data printing. Typically, the upper 

label is printed in the typography 

and the lower label is printed 

directly in the machine with the 

product data, in real time.            

All Packin labeling heads can be 

equipped with the inkjet printing 

unit for overprinting of variable 

data. 
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